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Look at the presentation screen, see the clock ticking slowly on the wall, look at the presentation screen, look at the signaling phone - resist the temptation to mute and play Angry Birds until the agony of this creeping corporate meeting is over. We've all been there: never-ending staff meetings. What started out as a potentially interesting presentation about a new startup or an upcoming corporate initiative
has turned to death by PowerPoint. When the presenter finally stops rattling along and the lights come back on, all you can remember is that you almost fell asleep - and you with sheep wonder if anyone noticed. No-nonsense ads, here are 10 helpful tips to get the most out of your PowerPoint presentation so your audience doesn't sleep walking out of your next meeting. Content Like most of the
responsibilities required to successfully navigate an office environment, creating effective PowerPoint presentations is an acquired skill. It is also one that is commonly overlooked during training, whether the learning effort is completed independently or in a work arrangement. It's important to make sure you fully understand the dos and don't need to deliver a good PowerPoint presentation before you step in
front of a room filled with a silent and expecting audience; otherwise, any important information you have to pass on is likely to be completely lost on your listeners. And t more, in most professional settings, no one is likely to approach the presenter after a terrible PowerPoint presentation to let him know how awful it is and give a hint. The unlisted applause followed by a stifled yawn and running for a coffee
machine could be the only hint our bad meeting chair received that something could go wrong in his staging style. Ads So what's the first trap to avoid on the way to a great PowerPoint speech? Find out on the next page. The biggest mistake people often make when creating PowerPoint presentations is that they make slides into focus. Many of you may still be haunted by middle school teachers and
college professors who contemplate almost exactly what is shown on screen - whether by old school projectors or on newer digital media - without elaboration or scientifically evolving additions. How boring and repetitive. Attention should be on the presenter and on the interesting story he has to tell. PowerPoint is effective in providing additional information, such as simple colorful graphics or other related
images, but should never be the primary source of information. The worst thing a presenter can do is turn around and read from PowerPoint. If all the information is already on the screen, then there is no need to people who talk to rambling about it [source: Price]. Ads With this fundamental factor in mind, let's start studying the development of successful PowerPoint presentations. When you start
PowerPoint presentation, consider who you'll address. A class crammed with budding students? A board room made up of barely attentive commissioners? A meeting room full of fellow veterans? A potential new boss you're trying to impress? You'll want to customize your presentation's message and format based on a number of factors, such as the current level of knowledge your audience has about the
topic and how much it involves them. If they understand a little and (better) are already eager to hear what you have to say, then you can learn more details. On the other hand, if they don't know anything about the topic you're about to present or (worse) keep any doubts they'll be persuaded by your talk, you'll want to make sure your PowerPoint is very easy and simple. In the latter case especially, really
focus on letting your words do the explanation, especially when it comes to persuading them on whatever complex ideas you need to convey. Advertising The purpose of any presentation is to sell an audience on an idea. This could be a pitch to invest in new companies, plans to reorganate businesses or proposals for scientific research projects. For the audience to understand the presentation
intellectually as well as emotionally, it needs to be told as a cohesive narrative – a story. The audience needs to know three things: Where we are nowWhere we want to endHow we are going to get there Slides should communicate three simple ideas supported by simple text statements, powerful images and graphs. But in most cases, try not to get too heavy on the text aspect – let the story you tell play
the slide, and keep in mind, since we will learn on the next page, seeing is believing. Human Advertising is a very visual learner. It is much easier for our brain to remember powerful and unique images than a series of facts and numbers. PowerPoint is a great, easy-to-use program that makes dozens of different types of charts and graphics. Keep in mind that the simpler and bigger the chart, the better. For
example, if you want to drive home the point where your Windows PC controls most of the home computer market, display a pie chart with large slices of pie filled with red and the word PC. No matter how many statistics you quote, this image will get the message home faster and will stay with the audience longer. In fact, the purely visual part of your PowerPoint presentation will be responsible for about
55 percent of the impact you have on your audience, compared to 38 percent with respect to the things you say, and 7 percent of the text you cite on each slide [source: Price]. Color Psychology Advertising is an interesting field, and one you can draw to create Successful PowerPoint. You want to use meaningful and memorable colors, but you don't want to be too busy or flashy. PowerPoint is a very
versatile program, but that doesn't mean you need to exploit every gimmick gimmick design tricks available. Instead, look for ways color combinations can help you provide contextual details and emotional impact on every slide you create, so they support your message in a concise, clear and intuitive way. A clear contrast or calming balance may be invoked to help make your points. By using
complementary colors (opposites on the color wheel) and analog colors (adjacent to the color wheel) you can influence how your audience sees your message. Also, let the colors work for you. Green is generally associated with both actions (such as in stoplights) and wealth (the old greenback) so you may want to use it strategically if you hope to convey these sentiments. Ads On the next page, we'll take
a closer look at one Internet guru's seminal style when it comes to this Microsoft application. Guy Kawasaki - a former Apple chief evangelist, venture capitalist and professional speaking teacher - has founded Kawasaki's famous Ten Rules where he uses only 10 slides during PowerPoint presentations, often in the top 10 modes. These slides generally consist of no more than one supporting sentence or
phrase and image. All 10 gave the audience a powerful visual cue that reinforced the message that Kawasaki was communicating. And because audience members know that there will only be 10 slides, they know when the presentation will end. Kawasaki suggests a steady flow of narrative for these 10 slides. Start, for example, with the problem on slide No. 1 and the solution on slide No. 2, all the way to
the timeline at No. 9 and the call to action on slide No. 10 [source: Kawasaki]. So how long does Kawasaki recommend these PowerPoint shindigs usually last? We'll let you know next. No one ever complains about PowerPoint presentations being too short. When the audience gets bored and stops paying attention, the presentation loses its effectiveness. People not only stopped processing new
information, in fact, but began to hate presenters for wasting their time. So Kawasaki, for example, thinks that an ideal PowerPoint presentation should last no more than 20 minutes. That leaves time for a portion of Q&amp;A during a 30- or 60-minute meeting and ensures you make the most of people's time. When planning the narrative that will accompany your presentation, make sure your key points are
honed. You can decide to throw away less important points altogether. Ads If you need to include text in your PowerPoint presentation, go to a large font. Kawasaki says it should be no smaller than a 30-point font, with a warning that if you can determine in advance the oldest person in the room, you can knock their age in half and use it as a font benchmark. So let's say your oldest audience member 50,
you can use a font size 25. Suggestions of this size serve several purposes. For starters, you can't enter a lot of text in each text which helps axe any verbosity you may be inclined to include in written form. This means you, the presenter, are forced to deliver your own narrative while reducing distractions. Ads When it comes to PowerPoint tips, our next and last suggestion is a bit of a cuff, but worth
considering. In some cases you may be better at skipping powerpoint powder keg altogether. As we've shown, concocting a perfectly crafted and highly effective presentation uses PowerPoint as a visual tool full of challenges, so you might be better off just avoiding the terrain completely [source: Kawasaki]. Instead, you can give your presentation and disseminate visual logistics and more details before or
after you speak, so that your audience can enjoy the benefits of seeing more details with respect to your action plan, without distracting from you, the presenter. For more information about PowerPoint presentations and related business topics, see the links that follow. Has your company recently started using Slack? Don't have a vague idea how it works? Our beginner's guide to how Slack works will keep
you slack like a professional in no time. Choose the Right Color for your PowerPoint Presentation. Microsoft office. Brad. Great Council Meeting. Always. Oct 12th, 2011. Joseph. Suggestions about Giving a Good PowerPoint Presentation. University of Minnesota Duluth. April 2006. jgallian/goodPPtalk.pdfKawasaki, Guy. PowerPoint 10/20/30 rules. How to Change the World. Dec 30th, 2005. Dave. When
should you use PowerPoint? Think Beyond the Slide. Design: The Good, The Pretty, and the Really, Really Ugly. University of California. 20Docs/Powerpoint%20Design.pdfPrice, Ian. PowerPoint without 'Power' and small dots. Live Business Training. is a good PowerPoint Design? Zen presentation. Sep 5th, 2005. Wuorio, Jeff. Presents with PowerPoint: 10 dos and don'ts. Microsoft Business.
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